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We have to think differently. The enemy who
appeared on September 11th seeks to evade our
strength and constantly searches for our weaknesses. So America is required once again to
change the way our military thinks and fights.
—President George W. Bush1

H

ISTORICALLY, real-world events trigger
innovative thought, as for example, the
challenge from President John F. Kennedy to land
men on the moon and return them safely to earth
by the end of the 1960s. The more dramatic the
event, the more we recognize the need for thinking
differently. History shows, however, that nondramatic advances in technology often produce innovations in thought we do not recognize until some
dramatic human tragedy catapults the innovative
thinking into the spotlight.
The U.S. Army must continue to change the way
it thinks. In today’s world, information is multiplying
even as it is becoming obsolete, and ideas are continually restructured, retested, and rethought. The
Army cannot survive if it uses only one way of thinking; it must continually adapt to match the thinking
of opposing forces, enhance its strategic thinking,
make better use of current technologies, and take
advantage of near-future technologies.
Intelligent-agent technology, which stems from
research in artificial intelligence (AI), has advanced
significantly since the late 1980s. An intelligent agent
is a computer program that perceives its environment, reasons about it, then acts on it as would a
human subject matter expert (SME).2 The Persian
Gulf war accelerated the U.S. military’s use of
intelligent-agent technology in operational deMILITARY REVIEW
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cisionmaking.3 The Semantic Web will be another
step forward in the military use of intelligent-agent
technology.4
The Semantic Web is the envisioned end state for
the movement of the World Wide Web from words,
images, and audio understood only by humans to the
same data “wrapped in” organizing concepts and
relationships that intelligent agents as well as humans
can understand.5 In the not too distant future, intelligent-agent technology and military thinking will
combine to use the Semantic Web to understand the
strategic contexts of situations based on knowledge
and inference.6
As we wage the Global War on Terrorism
(GWOT), we must rethink old concepts. Humans
and intelligent agents together will have to learn new
concepts. In the words of author Peter Paret, “Each
age has its own strategy. The strategies of 1806, of
1870, of 1914 were the products of their own times,
certainly paying some attention to history, but primarily attempting with varying degrees of success
to use and respond to the economic, social, technological, and political conditions of their day.”7
Our age is now. How should we think differently
about strategy?

Machine

Thinking

Artificial intelligence is approaching adolescence.
Its childhood years were filled with “wide-eyed
dreaming and wild speculation.”8 Some early AI
consumers believed childish promises about AI and
were quite disappointed when it failed to deliver.
Many still remember the experience and say, “AI.
Wasn’t that the thing we talked about a decade ago,
and didn’t it fail?”9 Far from being a failure, AI has
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U.S. Army War College
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(AWC) to conduct AI research and COG analysis
After the Persian Gulf
and to use intelligent agents
war, AI researchers develin education. 15 The team
oped intelligent systems to
capture lessons learned
used a COG monograph to
through firsthand human
develop a knowledge-intenexperience. One such desive COG analysis probployed system is the U.S. Air
lem.16 Students studying the
Carl von Clausewitz
Force’s Air Campaign PlanCOG concept in depth could
ning Advisor, which is a Web-based system linked
take an elective course titled Case Studies in Cento a performance support system.11
ter of Gravity Determination. Students used DiscipleRKF/COG to elicit scenarios and model military
DARPA, whose focus is on areas in which AI
campaigns. Students in the Military Applications of
techniques help obtain reasonable solutions to comArtificial Intelligence (MAAI) course completed the
plicated, real-world military problems, has supported
training of Disciple-RKF/COG agents. After 2 years
development of intelligent-agent technology through
of development and refinement, Disciple-RKF/COG
several of its programs. DARPA, the Air Force Ofbecame part of AWC’s COG and MAAI elective
fice of Scientific Research (AFOSR), and the Air
courses.17
Force Research Laboratory of the Air Force Materiel Command supported the Learning Agent LaboTo make web content more accessible and unratory (LALAB) at George Mason University in dederstandable to intelligent agents, DARPA funded
veloping “Disciple”—a theory, methodology,
research in languages, tools, infrastructure, and apand intelligent-agent shell SMEs can use to rapplications. 18 The DARPA Markup Language
idly develop knowledge bases in specific domains.
(DAML) is the language autonomous intelligent
The SMEs required only limited assistance from
agents use to understand Semantic Web pages. The
computer professionals specializing in knowledge
Department of Defense (DOD) and intelligence
engineering.
communities are pushing for computer systems
The Disciple approach successfully solved
based on Semantic Web principles.19
“challenge problems” in DARPA’s High PerforOntologies are the key to the Semantic Web bemance Knowledge Bases program.12 DARPA’s
cause they promise a shared understanding of a
domain that can be communicated between people
follow-on program, Rapid Knowledge Formation
and intelligent agents.20 An ontology is a logical
(RKF), addressed a decades-old bottleneck caused
by the need for SMEs to repeatedly explain
theory that gives an explicit, partial account of
problem-solving techniques to knowledge engia conceptualization; it is an intentional semanneers who, in turn, encoded them for validation
tic structure that encodes the implicit rules that
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gon and what many historians and theorists call
constrain the structure of a piece of reality.21
grand strategy overlap policy. Distinguishing beDeveloping an ontology for Disciple-RKF/COG
tween and among the three concepts is difficult.27
was essential, but that ontology was based on historical case studies with state actors and militaries,
To do so, Columbia University professor Richard
governments, alliances, and coalitions with hierarchiBetts suggests that the military think of strategy as
cal structures.22 On a Semantic Web scale, people
the bridge between policy and operations.28 This bearound the world will deing the case, determining the
velop and use ontologies to
SCOG requires knowledge
convey the meaning of their
from the military domain
web pages. The real power
(operations) and from the
of ontologies will be realized
economic, political, psychowhen people create intellisocial, historic, and internagent agents that use ontolotional domains (policy).
gies to collect web content,
SCOG analysis is quite
process the information, and
scenario-dependent because
exchange the results with
it deals with specific adverother intelligent agents and
saries and their goals and
humans.23
capabilities. When performing SCOG analysis, senior
Artificial intelligence is
military officers rely on their
coming of age. Soon, we
experience and intuitions,
might see the Semantic
usually without following a
Web and intelligent-agent
rigorous analytical methodtechnology enhance our
ology or reflecting thoughtability to respond to ecofully on Clausewitz. In the
nomic, social, technological,
GWOT, however, a new diand political conditions. Is
Napoleon Bonaparte
mension of difficulty is
the military prepared to use
added, one in which the experience and intuition of
such tools to think differently? Adapting such tools
military leaders is deficient.
into our thinking process will improve the correct,
Instead of state actors with military components
timely identification of the strategic COG (SCOG).
organized hierarchically, the U.S. military must conMilitary Thinking
front nonstate opponents who have no traditional
Since its inception, the AWC has put a premium
military units and are part of a global network that
on thinking and innovation and promoted the use of
can easily include or exclude other organizations. The
technology, even experimental technology, so its stumilitary assumption that an opposing force will have
dents and future military and civilian leaders could
central control over its components clashes with the
better inform themselves about how new technolreality that globally coherent activity can emerge in
ogy will affect them. One of the more difficult chalthe absence of centralized authority or control.29
lenges military and civilian leaders face at the straDisciple-RKF/COG has been an unquestionable
tegic level of war is to determine and analyze the
success, but SMEs and knowledge engineers workSCOG for friendly and enemy forces. The trouble
ing at the AWC recognized the need for its further
begins with the overused word “strategy.” The DOD
development before the tragic events of 11 SeptemDictionary of Military and Associated Terms deber 2001. In summer 2001, they examined events
fines national strategy, military strategy, national milithat occurred in Somalia from 1992 to 1994 in terms
tary strategy, and theater strategy.24 There is even
of strategic and operational COG concepts.30 In
a distinction between grand strategy, which has a
their scenario, Somalia was not a state, but a geopractical level of influence on the “economy, indusgraphical area in which many different clans opertrial structure, demography, sociology, strategic [sic],
ated independently, often in open conflict with each
and culture,” and strategy, which has a practical level
other. The clans, operating in more of a network than
of influence with “services, army groups, fleets,” and a hierarchical structure, came together for a comso on.25 In some circles, the word strategy has bemon purpose and cut off ties completely when the
come synonymous with foreign policy.26 Furtherpurpose no longer existed. The on-again, off-again
more, what is called national strategy in the PentaUN operations in Somalia from December 1992 to
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past and present realities to show “how one thing is
related to another; [to] keep the important and unimportant separate; to reach the irreducible elements
of the phenomenon of war; and to discover the logical and dynamic links that bind them into comprehensible structure.”32 An ontology used by intelligent
agents explicitly represents these concepts and their
relationships, and the Semantic Web will help sepaStrategic Thinking and
rate important concepts from unimportant ones. The
the Three-Step Program
intelligent agent determines logical, dynamic links that
Throughout history, the military has built and used bind concepts into a comprehensible structure.
machines to gain operational or tactical advantage
Clausewitz’s dictum that “war is nothing but the
over opponents. Recently, the military has used comcontinuation of policy with other means” illustrates
puters in smart weaponry and battlefield digitization.
the first step in our program.33 Published on the SeThe military can now think differently by adapting
mantic Web, Clausewitz’s work might have the onintelligent-agent technology to support military thinktological representation found in figure 1(a), but writing at a much higher level of thought than ensuring
ten in DAML. Assuming that Betts’s paper,
bombs are on target or knowing unit battlefield
expressing the view that strategy is the bridge belocations.
tween policy and operations, was also published on
The United States must combine intelligent-agent
the Semantic Web using DAML with an ontologitechnology and the looming Semantic Web to gain
cal representation such as that in figure 1(b), then
strategic advantage over opponents such as alan intelligent agent would conclude that Betts’s writQaeda. Paret prophetically pointed out, “Often—as
ing is consistent with Clausewitz’s dictum.
in significant phases of the First World War—a stratThe intelligent agent would understand that Betts
egy lags behind contemporary reality. Napoleon, by
added more explicit concepts and relationships to
contrast, developed strategies that were attuned to
Clausewitz’s concepts of policy and war. On the
the possibilities of his age, and for some years sucSemantic Web, the posted writings that disagree with
ceeded in exploiting them fully. As the conditions that
Clausewitz’s dictum could be separated out. The inhe understood and had mastered began to change,
telligent agent could also follow hyperlinks to the pasometimes in response to his own actions, his strapers Betts referenced and to papers written by othtegic concept, too, had to change or become outers who referenced Betts’s paper. Unlike today’s
dated.”31 As Napoleon changed his strategic conweb crawlers and search engines that use keywords
cepts based on changing conditions, we must change
to determine patterns, the intelligent agent on the Sebased on the contemporary realities of our age—
mantic Web would use ontological representations
intelligent-agent technology, networked nonstate enwritten in DAML to understand a document’s conemies, and a Semantic Web that both humans and
tent.
machines will understand. Can we develop a stratThe second step is to use intelligent-agent techegy that fully exploits these realities?
nology to enhance thinking. For an intelligent agent
To support change in
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strategic thinking, we ofunderstand its environprovokes
war
policy
fer a three-step program
ment, reason [think], and
(a) Clausewitz
to exploit current techtake action based on its
nologies and to position
understanding and reaus to further exploit nearsoning), it must have an
future technologies. The
provokes
ontology, a theory that
war
policy
first step is to get a clear
allows humans to share
understanding of the conknowledge with mainvokes
a part of
cepts and their relationchines and vice versa.
ships. Clausewitz laid the
Having military minds
dicates
foundation for this step
build
ontologies for
strategy
operations
when he wrote that the
GWOT is true to Claus(b) Betts
cognitive function of
ewitz’s view of theory’s
theory is to structure
pedagogic function to
Figure 1. Ontological representations.
May 1993 demonstrated the complexity of the situation and the UN’s sluggishness in developing a viable plan of action. U.S. frustration with UN inaction led to a more direct U.S. role, which culminated
in the Unified Task Force. Unknown then, the stage
was being set for the paradigm shift to today’s Global War on Terrorism.
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Figure 2. Additional ontological expansion.
(Shaded areas are present-age concepts).

“help the student organize and develop his ideas of
war, which he draws from experience, study, and
history [so] the exploration of the past extends the
reality that any one individual can experience.”34 Experience and the past are important, but the need to
understand more precisely how economic, religious,
and ideological factors affect war is becoming just
as important.
When conditions Napoleon understood and had
mastered began to change, he had to change his
strategic concepts. When a network of terrorist
organizations and cells confronts the United States,
how does the military organize and develop new
ideas? Consider the National Strategy for Combating Terrorism (NSCT).35 U.S. policy is for its
citizens and other civilized people around the world
to lead lives free of fear from terrorist attacks.
Based on this policy, the NSCT presents several strategic goals, each having its own objectives. For example, the objectives of goal 1—to defeat terrorists and their organizations—might include the
following:
MILITARY REVIEW
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Objective 1.1. Identify terrorists and terrorist organizations.
Objective 1.2. Locate terrorists and their organizations.
Objective 1.3. Destroy terrorists and their organizations.36
Can the ontological representations in figure 1 incorporate the reasoning expressed here? We believe
they can and that they can help the military organize and develop ideas about this type of war.
Expansion of the previous ontological representation is possible at a higher level of abstraction. An
intelligent agent could read the NSCT on the Semantic Web and begin to understand the specifics of the
strategy (the what) but would have to look elsewhere
on the web for operations (the how).
Suppose the FBI, the CIA, and other government
agencies create Semantic Web pages that present
their goals for conducting the GWOT. For example,
the FBI identifies terrorist cells and organizations operating within U.S. borders, and the CIA identifies
them outside U.S. borders. If it knows the strategy,
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Figure 3. Machine and military thinking combining into strategic thinking.
the intelligent agent can link operational goals to strategic objectives. Expanding the enumeration system
results in the following:
Operational goal 1.1.1. The FBI will identify terrorist cells within U.S. borders.
Operational goal 1.1.2. The FBI will identify terrorist organizations within U.S. borders.
Operational goal 1.1.3. The CIA will identify terrorist cells outside U.S. borders.
Operational goal 1.1.4. The CIA will identify terrorist organizations outside U.S. borders.
Now, the intelligent agent can search for the operational objectives for each of the operational goals.
Figure 2 depicts higher-level concepts and adds
war, policy, strategy, operations, and a good deal
more. The concepts in gray are those the military
strategist provided in an ontology of war. An intelligent agent can use the ontology and the Semantic
Web to find the shaded concepts for a specific war.
This synergy of military and machine thinking produces a better understanding for both humans and
machines.
Figure 3 offers a view of the GWOT without its
theoretical underpinning (the concepts in gray in figure 2). Lest we forget, Clausewitz would remind us:
“Theory can never lead to complete understanding,
which is an impossibility, but it can strengthen and
refine judgment.”37
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The final step is to use military and machine thinking to gain a comprehensive understanding of war.
Clausewitz admonished, “Theory must be comprehensive; that is, it must be able to accommodate all
aspects of its subject, whether of the present or of
other times. It must be based on the constants and
absolutes of its subject, not phenomena that might
be temporary, even if currently these phenomena
seem to dominate war.”38
We have worked with the COG theory as it applies to war between states even when they are part
of coalitions or alliances. Identifying and determining the SCOG in these cases has focused on the
Clausewitzian trinity of government, military, and
people. The current phenomenon is war with a
nonstate opponent organized in a decentralized network, however. In this phenomenon, the SCOG still
exists, but government and a military organization
are no longer critical to its identification. We believe
the COG theory must be extended by adding goals
and objectives to the constants and absolutes of war
in a way similar to Betts’s extension of Clausewitz’s
dicta.
In time, the Semantic Web will enhance understanding of the world. Intelligent agents will use it
to read documents, filter information, and infer
knowledge faster than humans can. As Clausewitz
wrote, “If war was meant to achieve a political purSeptember - October 2004
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pose, everything that entered into war—social and
economic preparation, strategic planning, the conduct
of operations, the use of violence on all levels—
should be determined by this purpose, or at least in
accord with it.”39
Thinking differently does not begin with an intelligent agent; it begins with the agent’s intelligent
partner—the SME who sees into the future and
develops the needed ontologies. The military needs
a new model to update and expand Clausewitz’s
COG theory at the strategic level. The model
should use existing intelligent-agent technology and

prepare for the future use of the Semantic Web.
Creating new ontologies, if nothing else, will help
clarify military thinking. Furthermore, we can
use such ontologies to expand the understanding
of agents such as Disciple-RKF/COG. Having
an intelligent agent with knowledge of the COG
theory and traditional warfare is a significant advantage. As different military thought patterns evolve
for a new, global, networked model, they can be tried
on the intelligent agent and reviewed to see which
are helpful in finding the SCOG for the new environment. MR
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